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P K Safety Announce a Record Breaking Year 

 

P K Safety is celebrating a 

record 2014-15 with the highest 

value of orders for a single day 

secured on 30
th

 March 2014, a 

month for March 2015 and for 

the Financial Year.  Sales 

increased 13% on the previous 

financial year and the record 

day of orders exceeded the previous highest total by 43%.  Additionally, they exceeded the 

previous record month sales total twice in the last financial year.  

 

P K Safety are a specialist Safetywear supplier based in Abercynon South Wales, employing 

10 people in a variety of jobs from Warehouse to Customer Service.  The whole team at P K 

Safety have worked hard to maintain a high level of service alongside their success last year 

and attribute the success to extensive changes to the Sales Team and the hiring of new staff.  

One of the biggest challenges for the company has been balancing growth whilst 

maintaining their high level of service and the training of new staff. 

 

Director of P K Safety with Safety Gear about to be dispatched 
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P K Safety supply a wide range of protective and Workwear products, particularly 

specialising in clothing and gloves, these areas of specialism have seen growth in the last 

year and are a core part of P K Safety’s range of Safetywear. 

 

Roy Wells (Director) explained ‘The restructure to our sales department has made a real 

impact on our ability to handle larger volumes of orders by re-arranging workloads and 

focusing our minds on what we need to do to really grow.  The new structure includes a 

dedicated customer service team who are focused on providing excellent service to our 

clients, this has allowed us to build value for all of our business network and will continue to 

form a foundation for us to do so in coming years.’ 

 

As the new financial year begins P K Safety is looking back on a year of excellent growth and 

looking forward to another successful year.  

With this fresh focus and approach to innovation P K Safety is looking forward to the coming 

year with enthusiasm and energy. 

 

For further information on PK Safety and their range of Safetywear, please contact Obe 

Nunn on 01443 741999 or at obe@pksafetyuk.com.  

 


